TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Haberdashery

**Binding**

**Buttons**

Sizes
- Shirts 12mm
- Bottoms 18mm
- Coats 23mm
Inside waistbands

- 5.5 cm
- 2 cm
- 4 mm
- 3.1 cm

Images of different fabrics and patterns are shown.
Knitwear

- Cut and sew sweatshirt
- Side seams visible at front

Fabric:
- Fabric 3.8
- Fabric 3.6
- Fabric 1.2
- Fabric 1.4
- Fabric 3.2

- Knit with linked seams
- Small rib on neck and hemline
- Knit with linked seams
- Rib collar and hem
- Pleats from fabric 2.2 starting big to small

- Knit with linked seams
- Rib collar and hem
- Pleats from fabric 2.2 are placed in different directions
Tops

Fabric 3.9
- T-shirt with big graphic print

Fabric 3.6
- "Dress" T-shirt with short front panel and long back
- Shirt with flap pocket and sleeve cuffs
- Blind button closure

- Shirt with a single Welt pocket and sleeve cuffs
- Blind button closure
- Panels in front and back part
- Long "casual" shirt in double faced jersey fabric
- Breast pocket on left and right front side

- Long shirt with single welt pocket and sleeve cuffs
- Visible button closure
- Panels in front and back part
- Long shirt with placing of graphic print
- Squares of print continues in panels of shirt
Bottoms

- Pleated trousers with side seams coming to the front
- Classic double welt pocket at back side
- Blind handstitch at hemline
- Fold line at front and back side

- Pants with side seams visible at front and back panel
- Side seams finished with binding
- Binding on front pockets
- Double welt pocket on the back
- Loose fit trousers (sweatpants fit)
- Rope in waistband
- Single welt pocket with flap on backside
**Jackets**

- Short jacket with panels on front and back side
- Small lapel
- Double flap pocket on left side and single flap pocket on right side
- Back vent in center back seam

**Fabric 6.5**
![Fabric 6.5](image)

**Fabric 4.1**
![Fabric 4.1](image)

**Inside short jacket**
- Special binding is placed between the facing and lining
- Half of the jacket has lining
- Seams are finished with binding
- Placement of two pockets on the left and one on the right side
- Back vent in center back
Fabric 3.10
- Long jacket with panels on front side
- Small lapel
- Double flap pocket on left side and single flap pocket on right side
- Back vent in center back seam

Fabric 3.11

Inside long jacket
- Special binding is placed between the facing and lining
- Half of the jacket has lining
- Seams are finished with binding
- Placement of two pockets on the left and one on the right side
- Back vent in center back

back vent

piping
- Jacket with panels on front and back
- "Gun flap" on right front panel
- Big single welt pockets
- Visible button closure

- Jacket with panels on front and back
- Back seam is visible at front part
- Big flap pockets
- Blind button closure
Fabric 3.5 (using front and back)
- Jacket with square panels at front and back
- Flap pocket on left side
- Asymmetrical button closure

Fabric 6.1 + 2.1
- Jacket with square panels at front and back
- Unique piece variation with detachable collar
- Rever is oversized
- Asymmetrical button closure
- Flat stitched seams because of the leather
- Bomber jacket with panels on front and back
- Double welt pockets on front side
- Visible button closure

Fabric 2.1 + 3.4

Fabric 5.3

- Bomber jacket with side seams visible at front
- Single flap pocket on left side
- Asymmetrical visible button closure

Fabric 2.3

Fabric 5.2
Coats

- Long coat with panels that influences the silhouette
- Blind pockets in seam
- Back vent at center back

Fabric 5.1 + 4.6
Fabric 1.3
Fabric 5.3

Fabric 4.7
Fabric 2.1
Fabric 1.5
Inside coat

- Special binding is placed between the facing and lining
- Pocket placing is visible
- Back vent in center back
Fabric 4.6
- Long coat with back seams visible at the front
- Flap pockets at front
- Blind button closure

Fabric 5.3
- Long coat with side seams visible at the front
- Big single welt pocket on left side
- "Gun flap" on right front panel
Fabric 5.2

- Long coat with shoulder panel
- Big flap pockets
- Visible button closure

Fabric 6.5 + 6.1

- Long bomber coat with shoulder seams moved to front
- Flap pockets
- Blind button closure

Fabric 1.5 + 2.1
Fabric 3.7

- Sleeveless long coat with panels
- Big flap pockets at front
- Blind button closure
- Back vent at center back
- Flat stitched seams because of the leather

Fabric 5.4

- Long coat with back seams visible at the front
- Flap pockets at front
- Blind button closure